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Biography Book Buisness!
Book title:

Marie Curie: A brilliant 
life.

By Elizabeth Macleod.

I found the book easy 
to understand. It was 
simple but gave me a 
lot of information. I 
learned a lot from 
such a short book (31 
pages)

I would recommend the book because it’s basic, yet 
informative, and a good read.



Marie Sklowdowska was born in Warsaw, Poland, 
on November 7, 1867. She had to deal with the 
death of her mother when she was 10. She was 
always best in her class however. 
She married Pierre Curie on July 6, 1895. She 
attended the Sorbonne in Paris from 1891-1893. 
Her life was shaped by her hard work and her 
preseverance.
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Characteristics
Marie had white skin and ginger curly hair. She’s 
tall as well. She was 67 when she died (on July 4, 
1934).  She was very humble, hardworking, and 
persistent. That’s the characteristics that gave 
her her success, and the ones that I admire the 
most about her.  



Accomplishment!

Marie studied rays that another scientist discovered 
around uranium. She named them “radioactive” rays. 
She discovered these rays around uranium and thorium. 
She also discovered two new elements: polonium and 
radium, all emitting the same rays. People could used 
radium to do bone scans with the X-Rays emitted, and 
to kill cancer tissue of sick. However, this also was the 
stuff that killed her in 1934. Radioactive rays can kill 
healthy tissue too.
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Comparisons.
Similarities:
-We both like science.
-We both find traveling fun.
-We both have curly hair.

Differences:
-We are different genders.
-She has been to other 
countries, I haven’t.
-She was alive at a different 
time period than me.



Her importance as a woman.
The reason it’s important that Marie is a woman is because 
back then, women were hardly ever scientists. She was the 
first woman to get a Nobel Prize. Doing this made her a major 
woman in history, doing more than most women at the time. 
She showed that through hard work, anything is possible.



Conclusion
“Nothing in life is to be feared. It 
is only to be understood”

“One never notices what has been 
done; one can only see what 
remains to be done”

-Marya Sklowdowska 
Curie 
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